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Summar_,v

A 9'stcm for lu;yset selection '!l telephone numbers has been developed for the private
automatic branch e.tchantJe ~·stem ~J·pe UB 49. It makes use '!f the earth connection
present at each e:t:tension for the purpose cif tranifer and call-back. rran!fer
the code
ir~formation <?f a digit is ,·ompleted in about twen~r milliseconds. The ko/sct has been
so designed that it will fit in place '!l the standard telephone dial and can be connected
to the same terminals.
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Introduction
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Speed in setting-up of tt·lt~phone connections is assuming an ever increasing
imfX>ttance in the development of modern automatic telephone systems. Economical operation of such systems is favourably affectt~d by high-speed switching.
The tin~t· n<~eded to set up a connection between two subsct·ibers may be divided
into two periods: one from the time the caller lifts his receiver until he has
finished dialling the wanted number, and the st~c<md from that moment until
the bell rings at tht~ called party's station. In common control systems which
often defer switching until a certain minimum number, or even all, of th(~ digits
have been dialled by the subscriber, it is extremely important to rt~ducc the
second period to an absolute minimum, not only for the conveniem·e of the
calkr, but also because it. re(luct•s tht~ holding time of the common control
equipment.
In automatic telephone systems devdoped by N. V. Philips Tdecommunicatit~ lndustric this has been achieved b~· the ust~ of their type U 45 A high speed unist~
lt~<:tor, whkh has now been in usc for a period of six years. The high speed of this
selector has also rt•duccd the first part of dw total setting-up time by minimising
the time elapsing between the moment the caller lifts his receiver and the moment
he obtains dialling tone.
A substantial part of this first period is, however, taken up by tht~ actual dialling
of tht~ wanted number. The dialling of a four-digit number takes an average of
seven st~conds, \•vhkh is seven per cent of the average holding time of a call.
It is a much largt•r pt~rct•ntagt~, however, of the holding time of tht~ common
control equipment, which is of the order of ten to fifteen st~conds. There is,
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therefore, much to be gained by reducing the time needed by the subscriber
to transmit the wanted number.
When the conventional dial is replaced by a push-button keyset, the sending-in
time of a four-digit number is reduct>d from an average of se,·en to an average
of two seconds, the saving being proportionally greater for a greater number
of digits. This substantial reduction in the holding time of the common controls
obviously t~ntails a considt~rablt~ reduction in the number of these circuits required
to handle a given amount of trafli(:.
Apart from the material gains which can be achieved thrnugh ke~·set sdection,
practical t~xperit~nce has shown that suhscribers have a distinct preference for
this method of number selection. A furtln~r advantagt~ is obtaim~d in the field
of station maintenance. It is known from statistical :Vidence that ten to fifteen
per C<!nt of all subscriber complaints are due to faulty adjustment of the telephone
dial, which must be k(~pt within fairl~· narrow speed limits. The mechanical
design of a keyset as described in tht: pn~stmt article is so much simpler that
tht~ need for maintenance may be expected to be considerahly lt~ss than for the
conventional diaL
The system of kt~ysending as described here was developed fi:>r the PABX system
type liB 49. In this system all telephone sets art- provided with an earthing
button for the purpose of call-back and transfer. In the design of tht~ keysending
circuits, ust~ is made of the presence of this earth connection. The keying circuits
will function with line loops of up to 2 500 ohms. A keyscnding system for which
an t~arth connection is not required at tht• subscribt•r's station will he described
in a futun~ articlt~.

Electrical design
a

b

c

d
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In the design of the electrical circuits tht~ following requirements had to be md:
Onlv the two line win~s and an t~arth connection are available at the subscribers
"' signalling purposes.
set for
It had bt~en determined experimentall~· that the minimum time during which
even a very tast. keyer can kct~p tlw key contacts closed is forty milliseconds.
Tht~ system had therefore to be so designt~d that tht~ transf(·r of keying inf()rmation to the register could be completed within forty millist~c<mds.
In order to obtain a simple mechanical design of the keyset it was dt~sirable that
the keying code should not require more than two contacts to he closed for
each key.
The keying code should lt•an~ room for sending one or two special extra signals
besides the ten numerical digits.
Condition a was met by choosing the basic drcuit of Fig. 1. During t~ach keying
operation the line wires a and b are f1rst connectt~d to n~lays A and B in the
register and immediately afterwards, hy the transfer of the «·-contacts, to rela~·s
C and D. Since A and B art~ connected to a nt'gative potential and C and D to a
positive potential, it is possiblt\ hy earthing any comhination of points A, B, C
and D in the subscribers set via one of the rectifiers G1 to G4 , to energize any
combination of the rdays A to D. In principle, a maximum of fifteen ditt'erent
signal codes are possible. Type S 50 high-speed relays 1 are used for A, B, C
and D. They enable the transmission of any code combination to the register to
be complt>tcd in twenty milliseconds, so that condition b is amply fulfilled.
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Fig. 1. tktual ke}ing drcuit, as adapted
th<~t
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no more than twQ cont<~<:ts m·cd cH·r he dost~d simul-
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3. Wiring diagram of keyset contacts.
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4. Circuit diagram of dial tdephonc sd.

The code used f()r digit registration in the registt!r 2 is also shown in Fig. l and
it will be nott~d that condition c would not be fulfill<·d bv this dn:uit, since
digits 8 and 0 would n•quin~ three conl.l<:ts to tx~ dosed si~mltam~ously. Sine(•,
however, earthing points 8 and D simultaneously via rt!ctiliers G3 and G4 respectivdy is cquivalt•nt to earthing the b-wire directly, this difficult) can bt~
ovez·comc by providing connection £, shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen that th<'
line code never rt~quires more than two contacts to he closed at any one time
and that it produces the register co<le of Hg. I. By providing connection F,
similar to £, two more codes, designated as U and B, b<~came available, neither
of which requires the simultaneous dosun• of more than t\VO contacts. The
wiring diagram of Fig. 3 also shows, in a schematkal way, the mechankal arrangement of t.he contacts and t~xplains the occurrence of such line c:mlc~s as
,M, BB, CC and EE.
Comparison of Fig. 4, which shows the diagram of a normal dial telephone set
with impulse contact i, dial off-normal contact k and earthing button n fc1r callback and transfer, with Fig. 5, which n:prt:scnts the circuit of a keysending
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of keysending tclt~phonc set.

telcphom• set, shows that the keyset can bt~ wired to the same points which an~
otherwise ust~d for the dial. It will be noted that the impulse contact i of Fig. 4
is replaced b~· the line break contact vc in fig. 5. This contact rc is operated
each time a digit key is depressed and th<: opening of this contact sern~s as a
signal to the register that registration of a key signal is required.
When a subscriber lifts his n•cdver, the circuit of Fig. 6 bt•tween the subscriber's S<~t and the n~gistcr is established. Contact be operates as soon as tht•
register comes into circuit and remains operated until the registt•r has compll'tl·d
its operation. Upon closure of be relays W and L opt•rate in succession. Rd~~ L,
once operated, will hold via its st•condary winding and the line loop. Relay I'
will operate in series with L and cause rday W to release. Tht~ sending of digits
may nnw begin.
Ea~h time a ~digit key is dt~pressed, tht~ code contacts will dost• bt•fore th<·
common line contact rc opens. Resistanct~s R1 and R2 are pn)\idt·d to pn·wnt

vc
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line

fig. 6. Simplified sending circuit between the subscriher's set
and the register at the telephone exchange.
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Hg. 7. Keysending telephone set.
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relays L and V from being short-circuited by a code contact. When contact vc
opens, relays L and V will release within ten milliseconds and connect relays
A and 8 to the line. After the release of relay L relay W will operate once more,
again within ten millisc,:onds, and connect relay·s C and D to the line. Since
relays A, 8, C and D have an operate time of one milliseco nd, any code combination can be signalled to the register in about twenty milliseconds. The
operation of any of these four high-speed relays is registered in a set of auxiliary
relays . Relays C and D are also disconnected from the line after another ten
milliseconds because relay L reope rates after W. Relay If cannot o perate again,
however, until contact vc in the telephone set has clost~d as a signal that the
subscriber has released his digit key. When this happens, re lay V reoperates and
disconm~cts relay W, which, when released, restores the original condition.
No separate positive battery is required for the operation of rdays C and D.
The energy required for these rdays is so small that it c<~n bt• provided by a
capacitor, which is normally connected to the exchange battery, but whose
connections are momt·ntaril y reve rsl~d when C &... Dare connected to the line.
The above description appli es to the o peration of the registe r circuitry for the
case of a keysending tcll~phon e set. It is worth noting that the registe r is so
dt~s igned that it will accept dial pulses from a dial se t and key pulses from a
keysending set. In the former case relay V of Fig. 6 will act as an impulse rday.
This feature will, of course, only be used when a mix t~d type of operation is
adopted.
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As was already shown in the preceding paragraph, the electrical keying code
is so designed that a uniform number of two contacts are dosed for each digit,
although in the case of digit I only one of these two contacts is actually utilized.
This arrangement made it possible to usc a simple and uniform design fi:)r the
keyset. further requirements which had to met b)' the mechanical design were:
It should be possible to mount the keysct assembly in place of the standard
telephone dial.
The mt·chanical arrangement must prevent two a<ljacent keys from being depressed simultaneously.
In order to meet condition a tht~ keys w<·re mounted on a circular disk of the
same dimensions as a standard dial (st~e Fig. 7). Kt~ys I to 0 wen! arranged in
the same seqm.•nce as the finger-holes on a dial and the space between keys I
and 0 was used for the two extra keys U and 8, so that the 12 kep wen~ evenl)·
distributed along the circumference of the disk.
In order to meet condition b th<· arrang<·ment shown diagrammatically in Fig. 8
was adopted. Each of the press buttons of the keyset acts on a little plunger
which terminates in a conical point. Below these conical points is mounted .1
disk of the form shown in Fig. 9, which can rotate in a plane parallel to the top
surface of the keyset assembly. With all kt~ys in their normal position the point
of each key is just clear of t.ht~ t~clge of one of the vanes of the disk, as shown
in Fig. Sa. When a single key is depressed, the conical end of the plunger will
slide along the edge of a vane and cause the disk to rotate (see Fig. Sc). As a
result the two adjacent plungers are blocked and depression of thecorrespondi~g
keys is impossible. If two keys are depressed simultaneously, as shown in Fig. Sb,
the two respective plungers tend to rotate the disk in opposite directions and
the two keys become blocked before they have been able to operate their
electrical contacts.
The contact mechanism is shown in Fig. I 0. In Fig. I Oa a press button key is
shown in tht• rest position. Washt·r D n~sts on bracket A and carries spring C,

Fig. 8.
Interlocking of press-button keys.
a =all keys and interlo,·king disk
in normal position.
b " two ke}·s arc depress.-d 5imul taneously ; rotation of disk is pro:-wnted and keys Gumot bt• fully
depressed.
c = one key only is deprc~sed ; th••
interlocking disk has rot.ltt~d.
blocking the adja,·.-nt keys.
b

Fi~ . 9.
Keyset mounting plate set·n lrom
bdow. The interlocking disk with
its \'anes and the conic.ll ends of
the kev plungers can he clt~arly
set~n. The spring set in tht~ t·entre
is th<~ start t'ontact VC of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 10. Diagram of contaa mechanism. a = key plunger
in unoperattcd J>OSition; b = key plunger operated; c
horizontal projc<:tion of lower part of a, showing posit ion
of contact brackets.

Fig. II. Top view of keyset mounting plate, showing
n)ntilct brackets ;md .urangement of wiring.

which presses the plunger with its press button upwards. When the bunon and
plungt'r are pressed down, as in Fig. IOb, washer D cants until it rests on t.ht! two
brackets B and B' which can be se<~ n separatdy in the horizontal projection of
Fig. I Oc. When D rests on A, 8 and 8', the movement of the plunger contir.m es
until it is arrested bt~cause it butts against the lower mounting plate. The conical
point of the plunger has then pushed one of the vanes of the plate of Fig. 9 aside.
Bracket A providt.'S tht~ ground conm~ction in the diagram of Fig. 3 and B .md 81
correspond with thl~ two code contacts. The length of spring C is such that it has
a n~ry flat characteristic and as a result no adjustment of this spring is required

88595
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Fig. 12. Side view of kl:ysct mounting plate. One key
plunger and the interlocking disk are shown in the unopcrated position . The operating spring of the start contact vc rests in a hollow in a cros.~·piecc of insulating
m.nerial mounted on t.he interlocking disk.

Fig. I ~. Same view a$ Fig. 12, but with the key plunger
op<,r<tted. The interloc king disk has been pushed aside and
the operating spring of the start contact ''C has been forced
out of the hollow in the insulating (:ross-piece.
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after assembly in order to obtain sufficient contact pressure. Since brackets A of
all keys arc connected electrically, they are combined into one circular stamping
as shown in Fig. II. Bracket B of one key is always connected electrically with
bracket 8 1 of the adjact~nt key and the two brackets have therefore been combined
into onl~ stamping which is also visible in Fig. II. Washt~r D and the contact
points of brackets il, B & 81 are silver platt~d in ordt~r to give good electrical
contact.

Fig. 14. Tile completely assem -

bled kcyset unit, ready for
mounting in a subscriber's set.

spring set visible in tht• et~ntre of Fig. 9 corresponds to tht~ start contact
of Fig. 5. The t:nd of the upper spring rests in a hollow in a cross-piece of
insulating material which is attached to the vaned disk. The hollow is visible
in Fig.l2. When the di sk rotates either clockwise or counter-clockwist~ becaust~
one of the buttons has bet'n depressed, the cross-piece moves sideways, tht•
spring is forced out of the hollow (see fig.I3) and contact vc opens.
Inspection of Figs. 12 and I 3 shows that the entire kepet mechanism is mounted
on a single plate, with the blocking disk of Fig. 9 and the start contact "' on one
side and the contact mechanism, r(~s istances R1 and R2 , and recti.fiers G1 to G4
on the other side~. When this plate is cornpletdy assembled and wirt·d, it is
placed inside the cover together with the press buttons, which fit loosely into
holes in the cover. Because thc:se buttons are separatt! parts, it was convenient
to make buttons U and B a diH'e rent colour from the numerical buttons. The
loose fit of the buttons obviates the risk of thdr becoming stuck in the holes
in the cover. Fig.l4 shows the k<:yset unit compl(•tely assembled and ready
for mounting in the tdephone set.
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